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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ITS Standards can make your life easier. Your procurements will go more smoothly and you’ll encourage competition, but only if you know how to write them into your specifications and test them. This module is one in a series that covers practical applications for acquiring and testing standards-based ITS systems.  I am Ken Leonard, director of the ITS Joint Program Office for USDOT and I want to welcome you to our newly-redesigned ITS standards training program of which this module is a part. We are pleased to be working with our partner, the Institute of Transportation Engineers, to deliver this new approach to training that combines web-based modules with instructor interaction to bring the latest in ITS learning to busy professionals like yourself. This combined approach allows interested professionals to schedule training at your convenience, without the need to travel. After you complete this training, we hope that you will tell colleagues and customers about the latest ITS standards and encourage them to take advantage of the archived version of the webinars. ITS Standards training is one of the first offerings of our updated Professional Capacity Building/Training Program. Through the PCB program we prepare professionals to adopt proven and emerging  ITS technologies that will make surface transportation safer, smarter and greener which improves livability for us all. You can find information on additional modules and training programs on our web site www.pcb.its.dot.gov Please help us make even more improvements to our training modules through the evaluation process. We look forward to hearing your comments. Thank you again for participating and we hope you find this module helpful.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Introduce instructor with short bioExperience SummaryMr. Vaughn is an internationally-recognized ITS expert and the founder of Trevilon LLC. His expertise covers many facets of Intelligent Transportation Systems with a special emphasis on architecture, data modeling, systems engineering, standards, and testing. Mr. Vaughn has experience working in the public sector (Los Angeles County), the academic sector (Texas A&M Transportation Institute), and in the private sector. Mr. Vaughn is the convenor of ISO TC204’s working group on ITS architecture and serves as ISO TC204’s liaison to JTC1’s Smart City working group and Internet of Things Subcommittee. Image: Kenneth Vaughn



Manage Special Considerations for NTCIP 1202: 
Infrastructure

Manage Special Considerations for NTCIP 1202: 
Functionality
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Incorporate Requirements Not Supported by 
Standardized Objects

Testing NTCIP 1202 v03 Conformance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Introduce the learning objectives for this moduleKey Message:This is the second part of a two-part module. The first module had four learning objectives, this module extends the discussion with four additional learning objectives as follows:LO5 and LO6 deal with special issues that agencies should consider when procuring ASCs. LO5 deals with infrastructure-related issues while LO6 deals with functional issuesLO7 the discusses the conditions under which you may want to extend the standard and how this can be done.And finally, LO8 will discuss issues related with testing for conformance.
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Manage Special Considerations for 
NTCIP 1202: Infrastructure

Learning Objective

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Highlight that we are starting discussion of the first learning objectiveKey Message:The first learning objective deals with the special issues that agencies need to consider regarding infrastructure of a signal deployment.
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Special Considerations: Infrastructure

• Origins of NTCIP
• Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)
• Simple Transportation Management Protocol (STMP)
• Exception-Based Reporting
• Block Objects
• Infrastructure Limitations
• Communications Loading

Overview
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Provide an overview of the information to be discussed as a part of this learning objectiveKey Message:This learning objective will discuss the topics listed on this slide
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Origins of NTCIP

NTCIP effort originated in 1993 to support remote 
communication for traffic signal control
• Intended to be the communication protocol for NEMA TS 2 

(Traffic Controller Assemblies)
• Originally intended for signal control
• Quickly expanded to support other devices

• Different architectures
• Central control
• Field masters
• Distributed control

• Predominant 1200 bps environment
• Recognition that higher speeds would emerge

Original NTCIP Constraints and Origins of Design
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NEMA = National Electrical Manufacturers Association

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Provide background of the state of the industry when the NTCIP was first developedKey Message: The effort to develop the NTCIP started in 1993 as a continuation of efforts to standardize signal controller functionality; the effort started as a project to define the communication protocol for NEMA TS 2 and was limited to signal controller functionality. However, at this same time, the ITS industry was just emerging and determined that there was a pressing need to begin standardizing communications for other devices, such as message signs, traffic detectors, etc. The working group responsible for developing the standard quickly began realizing the technical challenges that they faced. The different signal controller manufacturers and central system developers had a wide variety of operational philosophies on how to best operate traffic signals and that additional devices would change this landscape further. In fact, different systems used entirely different architectures, including centralized control, closed loop field master systems, and distributed control. To complicate matters further, the systems were not connected using mainstream networks, rather, most traffic signals were connected using 1200 bps twisted pair copper wire. And yet it was also clear that the future would bring higher speeds.



Origins of NTCIP

• Different needs for:
• Frequency of command and monitoring messages
• Content of command and monitoring messages
• Number of devices sharing communications medium

Practical Challenges

9

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Summarize the challenges of the environmentKey Message: This resulted in several distinct challenges in developing a communication standard as enumerated on this slide
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Origins of NTCIP

• Adopted layered protocol model to provide flexibility

A Layered Solution

Application 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Describe foundation of NTCIP solutionKey Message: In order to address the varied environment for communications, the working group quickly decided to follow a layered approach to defining the communication standard. This allows flexibility at different layers without affecting other layers.The effort started using the most widely-accepted reference model, the Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) Reference Model. This model uses a 7-layer stack to define how communications work, where each layer addresses specific issues. It promotes the idea that each communication standard should only attempt to address the issues identified one layer; this in theory allows any conforming standard to be paired with any other standard in the other layers.In practice, the NTCIP effort migrated to a model that is closer to the Internet Model, which simplifies the OSI model and then explicitly identifies the information that is exchanged by these layers. More recent figures, such as presented within the Architecture Reference for Cooperative and Intelligent Transportation (ARC-IT) describe these same communications using the ITS Station Architecture which is more explicit in calling out the standards related to managing the communications stack and ensuring secure communications. But for this course, we will use the NTCIP terminology.The key result in this decision was to allow the WG to focus on one issue at a time and thereby make fast progress on the other items.



Origins of NTCIP

• Flexibility: Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)
• Major Internet standard
• Provides flexible message structure
• Manager decides when to send each message

Application Layer

Information

Application
(SNMP)

Transport

Subnet
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain the selection of SNMP as a baseKey Message: Once agreement was reached on using a layered approach, the working group considered how to best exchange data at the application layer. One suggestion was to use the Simple Network Management Protocol also known as SNMP. This protocol was a major internet standard that provided support for generic get and set operations while allowing a manager to decide when to get/set each piece of data. This would provide the necessary flexibility needed to support the various signal control philosophies without requiring the signal controller manufacturers to design messages for each approach.



Object Name Value Object Name Value

phaseStatusGroupGreens.1 34 (ɸ2, 6) shortAlarmStatus.0 0 (no error)
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Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)

SNMP Packet Structure

Manager decides when to use each object

NTCIP defines 
standard

data objects

Each message can contain 
multiple objects

Ver Name Type ID Err Index Information Content

1 admin Response 1 0 0

Information Layer

Application Layer

Header Application Protocol Data Unit Footer

Protocol Specific Protocol Specific
Lower Layers

NTCIP 
adopted

SNMP

NTCIP allows
multiple lower 
layer solutions
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain the packet structure of SNMPKey Message: SNMP works in a GET/SET paradigm. Every operation is either a get (i.e., a request to retrieve information) or a set (i.e., a request to change the value of a piece of information). Each request can be a get or a set on any piece of information (called an object) or on any set of objects. The protocol identifies each object by a globally unique name followed by its value (which is defined by a specific syntax).This information is passed to the Application Layer which packages it into the defined SNMP structure by adding the necessary header information. The resultant packet is then passed to the lower layers for sending to the desired target. The lower layers take care of routing through the packet through the network (which could include an Internet or Intranet cloud or be a simple direct link). 
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Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)

Challenges with SNMP

• SNMP is verbose
• Request and response are nearly same size
• Inefficient encoding
• Example message is ~75 bytes + lower layers
• One exchange every ~1.6 seconds @ 1200bps

• SNMPv1 does not provide any cybersecurity protection
• Community name provides access control but not authentication
• SNMPv3 coupled with (D)TLS provides necessary security 

• See Module CSE 203: Adding Security to NTCIP

• NTCIP developed a configurable protocol
• Simple Transportation Management Protocol (STMP)
• Custom design for transportation industry
• Defined as optional enhancement to base NTCIP
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(D)TLS = Transport Layer Security (TLS) or Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain the challenges with using SNMPKey Message: As you may have guessed, the overall size of each packet is rather large. Our sample message on the previous slide that contained two one-byte objects, would require roughly 75 bytes for the Application Layer for both the request and the response. If this was sent over a 1200bps circuit, there would be an additional 6 bytes of overhead in each direction and the round-trip time for the request would be 1.6 seconds. In comparison, the industry need was to monitor multiple (perhaps 8) signals once-per-second on this channel. Clearly SNMP would not meet this need.It is also important to note that SNMPv1, which was the only accepted version in the 1990’s when the NTCIP effort started, does not provide any cybersecurity. It does provide a community name, but as there is no authentication performed on this name, it really cannot be called security. Module CSE 203 talks more about the cybersecurity issue directly related to SNMP.The working group members liked the idea of SNMP but were painfully aware of the bandwidth limitations of their environment. So they considered how they could adopt the principles of SNMP while producing a more compact protocol.  They realized two key areas of inefficiency within SNMP. The first was the encoding mechanism was not very size efficient and the second was that, at least within their use case, there was a need for exchanging the same information over and over. It would be more efficient to use a short-hand code to identify the message as a whole rather than to identify each element.This was realized through the development of STMP, which is a customized protocol designed by the NTCIP effort as an optional enhancement to the more widely recognized SNMP design.
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Simple Transportation Management Protocol (STMP)

STMP Packet Structure

Manager decides configuration of and when to use each “dynamic object”

Object names are removed

Type Information Content

Response1

Information Layer

Application Layer

Header Application Protocol Data Unit Footer

Protocol Specific Protocol Specific
Lower Layers

13 configurable 
“dynamic objects”

in STMP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Provide a visual representation of an STMP messageKey Message: This slide depicts the same data as contained in our SNMP message example, but using the resultant protocol, known as the Simple Transportation Management Protocol (STMP). STMP is based on the concept of 13 “dynamic objects.” Dynamic objects are ordered groups of objects that can be configured at run-time. In other words, a central system can configure Dynamic Object #1 to consist of the two objects that we included in the previous SNMP example. Once configured, the names of the objects no longer need to be exchanged with the device, just the dynamic object number.With this approach, our previous SNMP example is greatly simplified. The Information layer only contains the two bytes of data to be transmitted without any names. This information is packaged into an Application Layer packet that prepends one byte that indicates both the message type (i.e., response) and the number of the dynamic object used (i.e., #1). That is the complete STMP packet that is sent to the lower layers. 
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Simple Transportation Management Protocol (STMP)

Predominant 1200 bps Environment

• Simple Transportation Management Protocol
• GET-Requests and SET-Responses omit data fields
• Example message is 3 bytes + lower layers
• Request is only 1 byte + lower layers
• One exchange every 0.16 seconds @ 1200 bps

• Dynamic objects are configured through SNMP
• Configure once; use many
• Each system can configure dynamic objects to meet their needs

15

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain the impacts of STMPKey Message: STMP also made other changes to reduce the amount of data that has to be exchanged. For example, SNMP uses a single message structure for all requests and replies and merely changes field values; STMP omits fields entirely when they are not needed. For example, get requests and set responses omit the data content fields. As a result, the 1.6 second round-trip for an SNMP request is reduced to 0.16 seconds with STMP.It is important to note that every NTCIP device that supports STMP must also support SNMP. SNMP is required to configure the dynamic objects but can also be used to access any object supported by the device. Thus, the basic design is that a manager will configure the dynamic objects once when a device is deployed and will use this same configuration until there is some event that requires a change (e.g., the city replaces the central system or the signal controller is moved to another location). This approach allows every system developer to have a way to optimize their communications to their particular operating logic.
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Simple Transportation Management Protocol (STMP)

STMP vs SNMP

• Reduced data communication demand
• Most integer parameters have a 25:1 reduction

• Both provide flexibility
• STMP only allows 13 dynamic objects
• STMP requires full support for and use of SNMP

• STMP increases processor/memory/code demands
• Translating dynamic object number into series of object requests
• Encoding using different rules

• Niche market of a more complex protocol increases 
integration costs

• Custom testing for each configuration 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Explain the impacts of STMPWhen comparing the two protocols, it is notable that STMP can offer roughly a 25:1 reduction in encoding size of a one-byte value, which is typical for ASC parameters. However, the benefits of this saving quickly falls off with other types of data. For example, a two-byte value only receives a 12.5:1 reduction.Both protocols provide flexibility allowing the manager to decide what information to retrieve or store at times of its choosing. STMP only supports 13 dynamic objects, but that is generally sufficient to handle the most frequently used exchanges and all STMP implementations still support full SNMP providing full access to all information.However, there is a trade-off for the efficiencies of STMP. There is increased demands on the processor, memory, and code base of the controller.STMP requires support of SNMP, therefore all of the code to support STMP is in addition to the code to support SNMPThe different STMP message types use different structures, adding further to the code baseSTMP uses different encoding rules than SNMP, adding further to the code baseSTMP is based on dynamic objects; the configuration of these have to be stored in memory for access while processing incoming messagesSTMP messages have an additional step of referencing/dereferencing to translate between the dynamic object number and the specific object IDs; this increases the demand on the processorFinally, it is worth noting that SNMP is a major internet standard that is supported by a wide variety of software tools, testing equipment, and has its own knowledge base of experts. STMP is a niche solution that never really was used for any device other than signal controllers and related devices. The niche market results in increased testing costs and the inherent complexities of the protocol make this testing even more expensive, especially when one considers the timeliness required for the communications.
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Exception-Based Reporting

A New Approach to Monitoring Equipment

• Traditional Systems Polled Signals Once-per-Second
• 120-second cycle = 120 requests/replies

• Exception Reporting Allows Signal to Report Changes
• E.g., send a message each time a signal phase green changes
• At most, 2 message exchanges per phase per cycle
• Delay settings can further reduce number of messages
• Acknowledgements can be suppressed
• Perhaps a 20:1 reduction in communications demand
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Explain alternative approaches to exchanging dataAn alternative approach for reducing data on the communication channel is to reconsider how we monitor and control our equipment.  Traditional signal control systems have typically monitored each signal by sending a poll message. Many systems are designed to do this once per second so that a display can be shown at central showing what the signal is doing. This means that the central system has to exchange 120 requests and replies with the signal when it is running a 120 second cycle. Most of the time, the message contents will be identical to the contents of the message sent one second earlier.An alternative design would be to allow the signal controller to notify central when conditions change in the field. For example, our previous example monitored phase green status and error codes. Error codes typically do not change during a cycle, while each signal phase will only change twice (off to on and on to off). Further, some of these changes are likely to be simultaneous; for example, Phases 2 and 6 might end at the same time. This is especially true when you consider that the logic for this feature allows a delay to be defined before reporting an event. So if you know that two other phases will start within 2 seconds after Phases 2 and 6 end (i.e., due to the red clearance), you can set this delay and ensure that the end of Phase 2 & 6 are reported in the same message as the start of Phases 3 & 7. As a result, a typical 8-phase signal might only need to report 12 messages or less during a 120 second cycle.Another feature of exception reporting is that it allows acknowledged or unacknowledged events. In other words, if the event containing the start of Phase 2 gets lost in communications, I don’t necessarily need the controller to resend it as it is not that important. However, I might require changes in error status to be acknowledged because those rare messages might contain information that I need to take a more active response to. The result is rather than 240 messages being exchanged in traditional systems, the exception-based reporting might only require 12 messages and reduce loading on the communications network by roughly 20:1. 
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Exception-Based Reporting

Other Benefits of Approach

• Can be used to capture transient events
• Based on event-logging logic

• Most of logic already implemented in many controllers
• Exceptions can also be stored in local logs

• Standard supports monitoring 65,535 conditions
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain alternative approaches to exchanging dataKey Message: As a side benefit, this approach will also capture transient events. For example, if I poll a sensor value, I only receive its value at the specific points in time when I poll; the exception reporting mechanism is event-driven; as a result, if the sensor value changes and then returns to its previous value, a polling operation may miss the data whereas the exception reporting mechanism will report the event.A significant benefit of this logic is that much of the logic is already being implemented on many NTCIP devices. The exception reporting logic is based on the event logging logic.  They both use the same configuration table to define what an event is – the only difference is in what action is taken when the event occurs. In fact, an event can be defined to both send a notification as well as storing the event in the log.And rather than supporting just 13 dynamic objects, the configuration of events supports 65,535 conditions
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Exception-Based Reporting

Challenges with Exception-Based Reporting

• Current design (NTCIP 1103) based on SNMPv1
• Upgrade to SNMPv3 required for proper cybersecurity

• Requires changes to the design
• ISO 15784-2 defines the use of SNMPv3 within ITS
• ISO 20684-3 and 20684-4 will define exception reporting within ITS

• Event detection increases processor requirements

Should consider as a part of cybersecurity migration plan
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Explain challenges to exception reportingHowever, when considering exception reporting, users should be aware of the challenges involved. The current design, as defined in NTCIP 1103, is still based on SNMPv1 and as we discussed before, SNMPv1 does not offer any cybersecurity. SNMPv1 can be placed over TLS (or DTLS if using UDP) to encrypt communications, but this does not provide the level of security recommended for controlling a safety-of-life device and it certainly should not be allowed as a part of the connected vehicle network. Luckily, the technology to solve this problem is available and the standards have already been drafted to migrate to a more secure solution. However, this transition will require some changes in the design of the exception reporting service. This new design is defined in ISO 15784-2 (for base SNMP operations within ITS), ISO 20684-3 (which supports user-definable exceptions) and ISO 20684-4 (which defines how notifications can be sent in response to an exception).It should be noted that the event detection logic increases processor requirements. Every condition monitored results in additional checks being performed by the controller and those checks take processing cycles. But if the checks are merely replacing polling operations, three is no real difference.The good news is that exception reporting relies on logic that is implemented in many ITS devices and appears to be logic that will be supported for the foreseeable future. It also offers nearly the same reduction in communications overhead as STMP does and is generally recommended as a more interoperable approach – once the design with cybersecurity has been standardized.
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Block Objects

Database Uploads and Downloads

• An ASC configuration can be megabytes
• Mostly 1-byte INTEGERs 

• NTCIP 1202 v03 Defines Standardized “Block Objects”
• An SNMP object containing a static structure of a set of other 

objects
• Similar to dynamic objects, but statically defined in standard
• Only standardized for upload/download of standardized 

configuration parameters
• Manufacturers may define their own block objects

• Reduces time to transfer an entire configuration
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Explain another approach to reduce communications overheadAnother challenge that has faced the industry is being able to upload/download the entire database of a device in a timely manner. The configuration of a mainstream controller can easily include 10,000s of objects. For example, this might be done by a field technician when installing a new controller at a traffic signal. STMP did not offer a viable solution for this as it only supports 13 dynamic objects and each of these have to point to specific parameters. SNMP adds an enormous amount of overhead and the exception reporting logic does not address this flow.To overcome this problem, the standard defines a number of block objects for the explicit purpose of database uploads/downloads. A “block object” is merely a set of SNMP objects grouped together in a standardized structure and encoded the same way that dynamic objects are (i.e., without name fields and minimal overhead). Standardizing the structure avoids the more advanced logic dealing with configuration for dynamic objects and also simplifies testing of each of these objects. But the more efficient encoding provides a similar reduction in overhead as offered by STMP. As a result, this approach offers a reduction of a time for a complete database transfer in the range of 10 or 20 to 1.
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Infrastructure Limitations

Infrastructure 
Generations

Capability Legacy Mainstream Emerging

Data Rate 1200 – 9600 bps 10 Mbps >=50 Mbps

Communications 
Technology
Examples

Multi-drop Copper 
Wire, Dial-up

Ethernet, LTE Ethernet, WiFi, 5G

Processor Speed 0 – 4 MIPS 4 – 60 MIPS >=60 MIPS

OS and API for CV 
Applications

No Typically no Yes

Controller
Examples

Type 170
NEMA TS 1

ATC 5202 (2070 L)
NEMA TS 2

ATC 5201
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Introduce various generation of controllersNow that we have described the origins of NTCIP and its fundamental design, let’s consider the types of infrastructure installed and the implications that this infrastructure has on deployments.While there are many variables in infrastructure, for the purposes of this discussion, we’ll define three major categories: “Legacy,” “Mainstream,”  and “Emerging.”In the Mainstream category, we group most of the standard communication technologies that consumers are used to. These include data rates in the range of 10 Mbps, such as provided by Ethernet and LTE. Mainstream controllers are defined to be in the range of 4-60 MIPS with similar advances in memory. However, these devices still tended to be dedicated machines and typically do not offer an OS with an API supporting externally developed applications. Examples of this category include 2070 L controllers and NEMA TS 2.The emerging category is another major step forward and includes emerging communication technologies above 50Mbps, such as more recent versions of Ethernet, WiFi, and 5G technologies. The controllers are technically above 60 MIPS, but ideally are above 500 MIPS and are designed with its own operating system with a defined API allowing deployment of third-party applications. More information about these categories can be found in the student supplement.Images: https://www.pexels.com/photo/vintage-brown-coupe-1008659/https://www.pexels.com/photo/grey-ford-focus-hatchback-1007410/https://www.pexels.com/photo/selective-focus-photography-of-black-ford-mustang-car-2127732/https://www.pexels.com/photo/car-luxury-mercedes-design-112460/
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Infrastructure Limitations

Processor Capability Timeline
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MIPS = Millions of instructions per second
MFLOPS = Millions of floating point operations per second

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Provide perspective on the increase in processing powerKey Message: The advances in processing power in controller equipment are due largely to the fact that processing power has become so ubiquitous. When the Type 170 specification was first developed, even simple processors were expensive; today, the cost of that same processing power has decreased by roughly 7 orders of magnitude and it will become even cheaper over time. Similar advances have been made in communications technology. While these numbers reflect commercial grade processors, similar trends are seen in the environmentally hardened processors required for field applications.For decades, the argument within transportation circles was “why should we buy a more advanced controller when the 170/NEMA Type 1 does what we need?” Today’s answer is quite simple, it no longer is able to provide our real needs, particularly when it comes to security and connected vehicles. And the cost to deploy a more advanced controller is relatively minor.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FLOPS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Instructions_per_secondMillions_of_instructions_per_second_(MIPS)
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Infrastructure Limitations

Controller Costs

23

• The cost of an ASC reflects
• Processor
• Other components
• Software
• Custom engineering

• As with computers, price point tends to stabilize while
• Processor speeds increase
• Memory increases
• Ports improve speed
• Each version results in custom engineering 

• A 2020 survey indicated that “emerging” controllers cost between 
$2,000 and $5,500; prices vary based on 

• Required features (processor speed, proprietary features, support)
• Type of software
• Purchase quantity
• Testing requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Provide results of a recent survey of controller costsKey Message: The cost of an ASC reflects more than just the processor. It also includes the memory and interfaces, software, and all of the custom engineering required to design the unit. As with computers, the cost of a controller seems to have stabilized – in other words, agencies are willing to pay a certain price and over time they demand more features rather than demanding price reductions. The result is that the equipment being purchased is constantly being re-engineered to support better processors, memory and ports.A 2020 survey conducted as a part of this training module indicated that emerging controllers cost between $2,000 and $5,500 with the exact price varying on a number of factors including the features required (especially the type of software included with the hardware), the number of units purchased (e.g., state-wide bulk procurement vs a few controllers for one project), and the testing requirements.
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Infrastructure Limitations

• Legacy Communication Networks Struggle to Support NTCIP
• 1200 bps requires STMP or exception reporting
• No support for any cybersecurity (insufficient bandwidth)
• Should never be used with connected vehicles

• Legacy Controllers Struggle to Support NTCIP
• Original processors/memory too limited
• Limited support with later-model/upgraded legacy controllers
• No support for any cybersecurity (insufficient processing)
• Unable to support connected vehicle applications

• Recommendations
• Upgrade to emerging controllers
• Consider mainstream/emerging communication alternatives

Limitations of Legacy Systems for Traffic Signal Control
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Identify the practical limitations of legacy infrastructure and provide recommendationsLegacy communication networks struggle to support NTCIP in the best of cases. At 1200 bps, the only real option is to use STMP or exception reporting and to provide a minimal amount of data exchange. However, even then, these networks are not able to provide any cybersecurity. STMP does not have any support for cybersecurity and adding cybersecurity for exception reporting adds overhead when the legacy communication network already struggles to provide service without any security. As it cannot provide cybersecurity, signals using this type of connectivity should never be integrated into the connected vehicle environment.In short, as the name implies, it is time to phase out legacy infrastructure. When possible, legacy controllers should be replaced with emerging controllers that will serve the connected vehicle needs for years to come – this is especially true given the relatively small increase in cost for extra capabilities. The communications network might be a bit more problematic given cost implications. However, even here with advancements in wireless technologies many of the challenges faced in the past are no longer applicable and serious consideration should be given to upgrading communications to mainstream or emerging standards. If, however, the cost cannot be justified, it is reasonable to deploy a mainstream or emerging controller on a legacy communications network as it will provide the necessary processing power to use exception-based reporting and minimize data exchange requirements; however, the limited communication capabilities likely means that the signal will not be able to join the connected vehicle environment.Images: https://www.pexels.com/photo/vintage-brown-coupe-1008659/https://www.pexels.com/photo/grey-ford-focus-hatchback-1007410/
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Infrastructure

• Mainstream Communication Networks Support NTCIP
• Supports all NTCIP features
• Network loading of SNMP generally not an issue
• Cybersecurity is critical (See Module CSE 203)

• Mainstream Controllers Support Standard NTCIP
• Ethernet communications can overwhelm early mainstream processors
• Support possible for most NTCIP functionality
• Might bump against processing/memory limitations (e.g., complex 

event reporting, large logs)
• Cybersecurity will introduce additional processor loads
• Connected vehicle applications might stress systems

• Recommendations
• Upgrade to emerging controllers as needed
• Initiate migration plan to provide cybersecurity

Mainstream Systems
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Identify the practical limitations of mainstream infrastructure and provide recommendationsMainstream controllers also support standard NTCIP operations; however, their limited processors can be overwhelmed under various scenarios. If the ASC is placed onto a busy Ethernet circuit and the communication processing is handled by the main processor rather than a separate processor, the loading of Ethernet communications can overwhelm the processor and impact its signal timing performance. With this in mind, agencies should be careful how they deploy existing mainstream controllers and prefer emerging controllers for new procurements. In general, the mainstream controllers that are deployed today will support NTCIP, but depending on their exact vintage and deployment scenarios, they might bump up against processing and memory limitations of the devices and adding cybersecurity and connected vehicles applications will burden these controllers even further.Our recommendation is to migrate to emerging controllers over time as they are replaced on a natural cycle. Once again, as the cost of extra processing continues to drop, this type of upgrade should be a marginal cost that will allow support for proper security and connected vehicle operations. Agencies should also develop a proactive plan to introduce cybersecurity into their systems.Images: https://www.pexels.com/photo/selective-focus-photography-of-black-ford-mustang-car-2127732/
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Infrastructure

• Emerging Communication Networks Support NTCIP
• Supports all NTCIP features
• Network loading of SNMP generally not an issue
• Cybersecurity is even more critical (See Module CSE 203)

• Emerging Controllers Support NTCIP
• Can handle current requirements for connected vehicles
• Cybersecurity is critical

• Recommendations
• Initiate migration plan to provide cybersecurity
• Buy more than enough processing power

Emerging Systems for Traffic Signal Control
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Connected 
Vehicles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify the practical implications of emerging infrastructureKey Message: Emerging communication networks should support all of NTCIP, including the cybersecurity and connected vehicle needs, but agencies will need to be proactive in developing their plan in migrating to a more secure communication environment.Emerging controllers should also be able to handle all current requirements in these areas, but it is recommended to make sure that the controllers you buy today have more than enough processing power as the demands of the connected vehicle environment will likely grow over time. At a minimum, one can expect that the cybersecurity threat will expand with time, which will result more and more processing power being devoted to maintaining a secure environment. Buying the extra processing power today will allow your controllers to have a longer design life.https://www.pexels.com/photo/car-luxury-mercedes-design-112460/
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Infrastructure Limitations

Processor Capability Timeline

2012 Projection 
of Deployment 

• Actual Statistics – 2019 Minnesota
• Legacy: 5%
• Mainstream: 65%
• Emerging 35%

MNDOT data extrapolated from data in https://www.dot.state.mn.us/research/reports/2019/201935.pdf
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Provide perspective on where the industry isThis slide provides some perspective on where we think we are as an industry. The original version of this course included the graphic shown here, which projected the deployment of mainstream and emerging controllers. The numbers for 2011 were based on an extensive USDOT study that indicated that roughly 2/3rds of all deployed controllers were legacy controllers and were not able to support any connected vehicle capabilities. The remaining values were projected based on industry trends at the time of how many controllers were sold per year and the fact that few if any of these controllers were legacy controllers.Unfortunately, the cost of conducting an extensive survey prevents the USDOT study from being updated frequently; but in 2019, the Minnesota DOT did conduct a study of its controllers and found results that were roughly consistent with the numbers projected in 2012. It showed that as of 2019, only 5% of the controllers were Type 170s or NEMA Type 1Based on these statistics, it appears that legacy controllers form an diminishing part of the market and should be avoided in future purchases.
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Communications Loading

Communications Demand Versus Capacity

• System Design Should Consider Communications Loading
• Too little capacity limits capabilities
• Too much capacity opens security vulnerabilities and might increase 

costs

• Determine how much data per second from all devices 
sharing the communications medium

• Double estimate for “collision detection” and peaks

• Mainstream/Emerging Systems Often Incorporate Video
• Video requires 1,500-4,000 kbps* per feed
• SNMP requires 1.5-4 kbps per signal
• Mainstream communications support 1,000 SNMP signals/channel
• One video link per 100 signals will dominate design

*https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2853702?hl=en for 720p resolution
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Explain importance of communications loading and impact of dataA final infrastructure-based special consideration for traffic signals is considering communications loading. Just like a traffic network, a communications network has to balance demand and capacity. And just as in transportation, designing a communications network requires one to consider the demand before designing the capacity. Providing too little capacity will artificially limit the capabilities of the system while providing excess capacity will likely increase costs and potentially open new cybersecurity attack vectors.However, in practice, most mainstream and emerging system deployments include at least some video capability. While this might not be full pan/tilt/zoom, many intersections now have video detection or at least fixed cameras at key locations so that a central facility can monitor conditions at key intersections or determine what a video detector is actually seeing. Each video feed at 720p resolution requires in the range of 1.5-4 Mbps; by comparison, SNMP only requires 1.5-4 kbps per signal (and of course STMP requires even less)This means that video will dominate your communications design – even if you only allow a single video feed at any one time on a circuit with hundreds of signals. So while the data loading of signal communications used to be a factor in your communications design, it is largely in the noise today.
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Communications Loading

Legacy Communications

• Costs of Maintaining Legacy Communications
• No cybersecurity
• Increased equipment costs due to custom code
• Increased testing/integration costs
• Fading industry support in future

• If you have a legacy communications system, consider:
• Upgrading (wireless solutions are often viable)
• Using exception-based reporting

• View STMP as a last-resort
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Provide context for legacy deploymentsWith that said, if you do still have legacy communications, serious thought needs to be given as how you might upgrade the connectivity. There are real costs associated with maintaining legacy communications, such as:The risk of not supporting cybersecurityIncrease procurement, testing, integration, and maintenance cost of custom code to support STMP and The fact that these costs are likely to rise over time as the legacy technology will form a smaller and smaller niche of the overall marketSimultaneously with these increased costs, you are likely to experience falling prices for alternative solutions that might be provided through wireless technologies. Likewise, you can often avoid the complexity of STMP testing by using exception-based reporting instead. Ultimately, everyone should recognize that STMP was developed to solve a particular problem and that problem is largely going away. STMP was only adopted by a small subset of the transportation community (i.e., mainly signal controllers) and maintaining these deployments will become increasingly difficult over time due to lack of support.
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Which of the below is a waning technology that is 
not recommended for most new deployments?

a) Exception reporting

b) Block objects

c) STMP

d) None of the above

Answer Choices

Question
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Review of Answers

a) Exception reporting

Incorrect. Exception reporting is a fairly new feature that has 
been added to NTCIP to reduce overhead in communications.

b) Block objects

Incorrect. Block objects are used to speed the upload and 
download of large portions of an ASC database.

c) STMP

Correct! STMP is a protocol specific to the transportation 
industry that requires custom code, extra testing, and 
integration expenses. 

d) None of the above

Incorrect. STMP is a waning technology that is no longer 
recommended due to its niche market and cost implications. 
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Learning Objective
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Manage Special Considerations for 
NTCIP 1202: Functionality

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Highlight that we are starting discussion of the second learning objectiveKey Message:The second learning objective deals with the special issues that agencies need to consider regarding functionality of a signal deployment.
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Special Considerations: Functionality

• Database Transaction Sets
• Consistency Checks and Rules
• Connected Vehicle Support
• Clock Coordination
• Managing Expectations for Off-The-Shelf Interoperability

Overview
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Highlight that we are starting discussion of the second learning objectiveKey Message:The second learning objective deals with the special issues that agencies need to consider regarding functionality of a signal controller. The specific topics to be discussed are listed here
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Database Transaction Sets

Need for Complex Transactions

• Traffic signals are safety-critical devices
• Many configuration parameters are inter-related
• Changing configuration of some parameters need to happen 

in single step
• Size of each SNMP message is limited
• Database transaction mode interprets multiple SNMP 

messages as one transaction
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Discuss complexity of ASC databasesTraffic signals are safety critical devices that have very complex databases containing operational parameters, such as minimum green time, gap times, yellow clearance, etc. for each phase as well as the configuration of phases, rings, sequences, etc.Many of these parameters are inter-related. For example, the split time allotted to the phases should add up to the cycle length for each ring. This information has to be programmed into the controller and all of the information has to be consistent. In order to achieve this consistency, there are situations where changing one parameter necessitates a change in another parameter, which might necessitate a change in another, etc. However, the size of SNMP messages is limited; the database transaction mode allows the interrelated parameters to get around this size limitation of SNMP; it allows a manager to place the device in a special mode where changes to database objects are buffered until the manager directs the device to implement the whole set of the changes as a single unit.
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Database Transaction Sets

Impact on operations

• When in transaction mode, some operations are buffered
• Get requests return “live” values (not buffered)
• Set requests for control objects are implemented immediately

• E.g., setting force off or current timing pattern

• Set requests for database parameters are buffered
• E.g., setting minimum green time

• Some database parameters can only be set in transaction mode
• E.g., phase concurrency

• Designation of parameter type was omitted from NTCIP 
1202v03

• WG has been notified of ambiguity
• NTCIP 1202v02 provides designation for most objects
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Discuss the implications of the transaction modeKey Message: This special mode impacts how the controller deals with set requests on database objects. Specifically, this means that the controller will Process all get requests using live values. In other words, if I set a database object in transaction mode, it will be placed into the buffer. If I then immediately retrieve the object, the controller will return the live value, not the value in the buffer.Process all set requests on “control” objects immediately. In other words, if I set the force-off command for a phase or I set the current timing plan that I want to run, the action will be taken immediately and is not bufferedPlace all set requests on “database” objects (a.k.a. parameters)  into a buffer. In other words, initial processing will be performed to ensure that the individual command is valid (e.g., the object exists and the requested value can theoretically be stored for that object) but the value does not get implemented until the manager directs the controller to complete the entire transaction of multiple messages. An example of a database object that would be buffered is the phase minimum green time.During the conversion of NTCIP 1202v02 to NTCIP1202v03 and the introduction of the systems engineering information, the designation of each object as either a “control” object or a “database” object was deleted from the standard. This results in a bit of an ambiguity in the current version 3 standard, but the WG is aware of this issue and is already in discussion of issuing an update to address the problem. In the meantime, the version 2 designations provide a solid starting point of how to interpret each object. 
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Consistency Checks and Rules

Need for Consistency Checks

• Critical configuration parameters can only be changed using 
the transaction mode

• 17 standardized consistency checks are required
• Prevent implementation of controller settings with internal conflicts
• Require additional time
• Are performed at end of transaction mode process 

• Manufacturer may impose additional restrictions
• Failure of any rule results in transaction set failing
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Discuss the importance of consistency checks and rulesThe database transaction mode provides access to configure some database objects (parameters) that are defined as not being writable, except in the database transaction mode. Once again, which the explicit definition of which objects fall into this category was removed in v03 but the WG plans to add this information back into the document through an update. The intent of this design is to allow a process by which the controller is able to perform consistency checks on the data before implementing a new database of parameters. The consistency checks require more time than traditional SNMP operations and the transaction mode provides a state that reports that the controller is verifying the new settings. The standard specifies 17 specific consistency checks that must be performed prior to implementing the data in the buffer; these are performed at the end of the transaction mode process.In addition, manufacturers are allowed to impose additional requirements to mitigate their liability (e.g., additional mathematical checks or other policies such as placing the signal controller into flash or requiring physical buttons on the device to be pressed to ensure that a person is onsite). The failure of any consistency check will result in the entire transaction failing and the controller providing an error message indicating the error. The error messages for the standardized checks have also been standardized.



Consistency Checks and Rules

Example Consistency Check

• Concurrent phases must be in different rings
• Example: Phase 1 must not be concurrent with Phases 2, 3, or 4

Phase 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Ring 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2

Concurrency 5,6 5,6 7,8 7,8 1,2 1,2 3,4 3,4
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Provide an example consistency checkKey Message: For example, in a traditional 8-phase diagram, you would never want Phases 1 and 2 to time together, but either can time with Phases 5 or 6. This information has to be programmed into the controller and all of the information has to be consistent. The standard defines 17 explicit rules that must always be passed before implementing the values. The first rule is that concurrent phases must be in different rings. For example, in the standard 8-phase diagram Phase 1 is assigned to Ring 1; according to this rule, it is prevented from timing with any other phase in Ring 1 (phases 2, 3, or 4). There are other rules that further restrict the definition; for example the second rule is that concurrent phases must be mutually concurrent. In other words, if Phase 1 is allowed to be concurrent with Phase 5, Phase 5 must be defined to be concurrent with Phase 1. By forcing this level of double entry, the system provides an internal check on the values to ensure that accidental mistakes are not made related to these safety-critical configuration parameters.
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Connected Vehicle Support

Signal Controllers and the Connected Vehicle Environment

NTCIP 1202

SAE J2735, et al.

Might be one or
two physical units

Traffic 
Management 
Center (TMC)

NTCIP 1202 NTCIP 1202/1218

Vehicle 
Onboard 

Equipment 
(OBE)

ITS Roadway 
Equipment

(ASC)

Connected 
Vehicle 

Roadside 
Equipment

(RSE)

Roadway 
Signal 

Control

RSE 
Intersection 

Management
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Provide a graphical overview of how the signal interfaces with the CV environmentAgencies also need to consider how their deployments relate to connected vehicle operations. The market for connected vehicle devices is still evolving and the NTCIP 1202v03 standard allows for three architectural designs, all within the allowed configuration of the national ITS reference architecture known as the Architecture Reference for Cooperative and Intelligent Transportation (ARC-IT). While the standard uses slightly different terminology to discuss these concepts, this presentation uses the architecture terminology.Within ARC-IT, a Traffic Management Center talks to both ITS Roadway Equipment that performs the function of Roadway Signal Control (i.e., in our case, the traffic signal controller) and Connected Vehicle Roadside Equipment (RSE) that performs the function of RSE Intersection Management. The RSE also communicates with the ITS Roadway Equipment and passing Vehicle On Board Equipment (OBE). The standards used within the US for each of these links are shown on this diagram.NTCIP 1202v03 follows this same model; it allows the functionality to be contained within a single box (in which case there may not be a need for an NTCIP interface) or it may be handled by two boxes, in which case an interface is needed. NTCIP 1202 defines the data exchanged as depicted on this diagram. In the case of the interface between the TMC and the RSE, it only defines the signal controller related data while NTCIP 1218 defines data related to the generic operation of an RSE.Image: https://pixabay.com/vectors/radiation-ionizing-wifi-wlan-297286/
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Connected Vehicle Support

New Features for Connected Vehicles
• TMC–ASC

• Manage data exchanged between the ASC and RSE

• TMC–RSE
• Manage map information
• Manage transformation of ASC timing data to Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) 

message
• Manage data collected from basic/personal safety messages (BSM/PSMs)

• ASC–RSE
• ASC provides

• Current/next movement information
• Expected start/end times of each phase

• ASC selects
• Current geometry
• Current transformation of ASC timing data to SPaT message

• RSU reports presence of vehicles and vulnerable road users (VRUs)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Further explain the CV-related interfaces covered by NTCIP 1202Within the scope of the CV Environment, NTCIP 1202 specifically covers the following information flows:Flows between the TMC to the ASC can be used toManage the data that is allowed to be exchanged between the ASC and the RSEFlows between the TMC to the RSE can be used toManage map information. This might be a simple map of the intersection or a set of maps that vary based on the operation of the controller, for example to accommodate left turn or other restrictions that may be applied by time of day Manage how the ASC timing data is transformed from the local format (e.g., phase and overlaps) to the format required by the SPaT message, which is based on movements and lanes. This transformation will generally be unique for each map definition.Manage data collection from received BSMs and PSMs by defining detection zones and identifying whether a connected device has been detected in that zoneFlows between the ASC and RSE can be used to Monitor the next phases and the expected start  and end times of each phaseSelect the appropriate map data and transformation rules for signal timing data to the map movementsProviding CV detection data
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Connected Vehicle Support

Challenges with Interface to RSE Intersection Management

• Connected Vehicle environment is safety critical
• Integrity of data must be maintained
• Messages must be properly authenticated
• Access to data must be controlled
• Roadside Unit (RSU) Specification v4.1 only allows secure protocols
• NTCIP 1202 v03 designed for SNMPv1, which is not secure
• Required Security and Credentials Management System (SCMS) is 

still being established

• Connected Vehicle features of NTCIP 1202 v03 should only 
be used in a fully secure environment

• Secure communications (e.g., SNMPv3 with TLS)
• Proper maintenance of SCMS certificates
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TLS = Transport Layer Security

Connected 
Vehicles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Explain the challenges in implementing the CV-related interfaceThe CV interface is even more safety-critical than normal signal controlSame basic safety-of-life information (i.e., granting of right-of-way)Data MUST be consistent with visible displays with proper conflict monitoringElectronic interface exposes the signal to cybersecurity threatsElectronic interface exposes every car to cybersecurity threatsEvery exposed device can potentially expose every other device it comes into contact withAffects of viruses can be delayed, meaning that it can spread undetected until the entire fleet is infectedAs connected cars become more automated, the risk growsTo prevent worst-case scenarios, it is critical that any connected device be properly secured. This is why the USDOT specification for roadside units (RSUs) identifies SNMPv3 as one of a small number of allowed protocols; a violation of this rule potentially compromises the entire network. In fact, IETF recommendation is to only use SNMPv3 over the Transport Security model (as defined in RFC 6353) or another secure-transport aware security model. 



Clock Coordination

Need for Clock Coordination

• Traffic signals need to coordinate timing with
• Adjacent signals
• Connected vehicles 

• Inter-signal coordination requires: 
• Precision ± 2 seconds (green waves approach when expected)
• Accuracy ± 5 minutes (morning timing pattern starts on time)
• Any synchronization technology (each system can be different)

8:00 am7:59 am 8:01 am

When 4 different signals
show 8:00 am

precision

accuracy
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Explain the importance of synchronized clocksOur next functionality consideration deals with clock coordination. Traffic signals have needed to coordinate their operations with each other for decades. With the advent of connected vehicles, there is now a need to coordinate operations with vehicles as well. We’ll discuss each of these in detail.In order to coordinate traffic operations and allow for green waves to roll through multiple traffic signals, traffic signals need to be coordinated within a couple of seconds. The arrival of a green wave is a best estimate and the vehicles can often adjust their speed to accommodate for a late or early transition as long as it is within 2 seconds of the planned time. It should be noted that the precision is measured from the time as measured by the other signals along the route.  For coordination purposes, it does not matter too much if all of the signals think it is the wrong time.However, overall accuracy, i.e., how close the signal time is to true time, does matter for other signal timing activities such as selecting the current timing pattern. If all of the signals think it is morning during the evening rush, the signals may in fact be coordinated, but the split times and offsets might not being given preference to the desired movements. In this case, overall accuracy is important to within a few minutes.These two user needs have dominated the design of traffic signal synchronization strategies for decades and has resulted in various technologies to provide the required level of coordination.
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Clock Coordination

Need for Clock Coordination

• Coordination with connected vehicles requires 
• ± 50 millisecond precision (consistency of signal displays)
• A single, reliable, national standard to synchronize

• Selected synchronization technology is based on Global 
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) time

• Assuming satellites are accurate, accuracy = precision

8:00 am7:59 am 8:01 am

When a “signal” and 3
cars show 8:00 am
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Explain the new clock coordination challenges imposed with connected vehiclesThe connected vehicle environment is placing an entirely new demand on the accuracy and precision of the timing. Proper coordination with connected vehicles require an approaching vehicle to have an understanding when a signal phase is expected to turn yellow or red within at least the precision detectable by the human eye the same precision requirements that we time signals (i.e., one tenth of a second – represented by plus or minus half of that value at 50 milliseconds)Whereas there are many technologies that can be used to coordinate traffic signals and different systems can use different technologies, the same cannot be said for coordinating time with vehicles. For the connected vehicle applications to work properly, all signals and all vehicles need to follow a single national standard on how to synchronize to each other. The technology selected for this purpose is the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) frequently called the Global Positioning System (GPS) within the US. This provides very precise synchronization (i.e., the time difference is generally given by the distance of vehicles divided by the speed of light plus any differences in the processing time of controllers). The accuracy of the GNSS signal only has a variance of 40 nanoseconds.
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Clock Coordination

NTCIP Support for Clock Coordination

8:00 am7:59 am 8:01 am

When a signal roadside unit
and 3 cars show 8:00 am
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Explain the new clock coordination challenges imposed with connected vehiclesMerging the different needs together has to take into consideration the current environment and the evolutionary roll-out of connected vehicle technologies. While all connected intersections will need a GNSS receiver to support the CV environment, the signals might need to be coordinated with other signals that are not yet part of the CV environment and are not GNSS equipped. As a result, the traffic signal controller might need to be coordinated by an alternate technology, such as a line sync pulse that tells all signals when the start of the cycle is. However, this line sync pulse might vary considerably from GNSS time. The conflict is resolved in the manner shown in this diagram. The signal controller operates based on whatever the signal system uses to synchronize signals. The signal controller then notifies the RSE when its indications will change by providing both an indication of its internal time (i.e., tenths of seconds since the top of the hour) coupled with an indication of when the signal is expected to change (also in tenths of seconds since the top of the hour). The RSE then translates this data into GNSS time and sends the GNSS time of the expected change to the vehicle, which can understand this time format. The impact that this has on your purchase is that your signal controller does not necessarily need to support GNSS time; it only needs to support it if 1) it is also acting as an RSE or 2) it is the technology selected to coordinate signal operations.Image: https://pixabay.com/vectors/satellite-orbit-communication-gps-307326/
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Managing Expectations for Off-the-Shelf Interoperability

Signal Controllers Have Most Complex Interface

• Signal controllers have many more configurable parameters 
than other field devices

• Many agencies continue to require specialized functionality
• Results in customized extensions

• Some details are manufacturer-specific
• Shortway, Add-only, and Subtract-only Coordination Correction:

• This operation is performed in a device specific manner

• NTCIP designed to improve interoperability and 
interchangeability

NTCIP 1202 v03 is a step in the right direction
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Explain the complexities with ASCs As a final note, it is worth keeping in mind that ASCs are the most operationally complex devices within the NTCIP domain due to the number of interrelated timing parameters and the large number of operational strategies that the industry has developed. The NTCIP has greatly improved interoperability of these devices. Prior to the development of NTCIP, signal controllers from different manufacturers generally could not coexist on the same communications circuit, now they use the exact same communication stack and for the most part understand the same information. While some agencies perceive needs that go beyond the standard and require their own customizations that extend the standardized solutions, for the most part the controllers all work the same for the core functionality.Nonetheless, there are some areas where manufacturers differ, and the standard allows for manufacturer-specific details. While some might consider these differences to be “in the weeds,” they can have practical impacts on your system performance. For example, the standard defines an object that allows a manager to define how the controller should transition from one timing pattern to another. It may dwell in the coordination phases, or it may be placed in other modes where it will transition by:Slowly adding time to phases Slowly subtracting time from phasesSlowly adding or subtracting time based on whichever results in a shorter transitionWithin NTCIP, each of the different enumerated values within an object like this are technically optional to support. In NTCIP 1202v02, the standard did not provide any clear guidance to the specification developer on how to require a specific value, it was left to the specification developer to be wise enough to define a requirement to support the desired modes. In NTCIP 1202v03, the SEP content was added, which includes requirements and there are now explicit requirements related to supporting each of the modes defined in the standard. This is another step towards full interoperability.
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Which of the following most accurately expresses the 
state of connected vehicle (CV) support in the standard?

a) Does not address any CV functionality

b) Does not define sufficient security for ASCs in a CV environment

c) Defines a secure solution for intersection maps

d) Defines a secure solution for signal timing

Answer Choices

Question
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Review of Answers

a) Does not address any CV functionality

Incorrect. NTCIP 1202 v03 defines the data to support CV 
applications, including map and signal timing information. 

b) Does not define sufficient security for ASCs in a CV environment

Correct! NTCIP 1202 v03 assumes SNMPv1, which is not 
secure. For CV operation, NTCIP 1202 v03 must only be 
deployed over a secure protocol (e.g., SNMPv3 with TLS).

c) Defines a secure solution for intersection maps

Incorrect. SNMPv1 does not provide for secure communications.

d) Defines a secure solution for signal timing

Incorrect. SNMPv1 does not provide for secure communications. 
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Learning Objective
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Incorporating Requirements Not 
Supported by Standardized Objects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Highlight that we are starting discussion of the third learning objectiveKey Message:The third learning objective deals with issues related with supporting extensions to the standard
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Incorporating Requirements Not Supported by 
Standardized Objects

• Conditions and Context for Extending the Standard
• Example: Dilemma Zone Protection

• Specifying Requirements Not Covered by the Standard 
(Extensions)

Overview
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Highlight that we are starting discussion of the third learning objectiveKey Message:The third learning objective deals with handling extensions and this slide provides an overview of the topics that will be discussed in this LO
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Conditions and Context for Extending the Standard

What is a Custom Extension

• Standard defines
• Mandatory and optional user needs
• Mandatory, optional, and conditional requirements for each need
• Mandatory dialogs and objects for each requirement

• Custom extensions define
• Objects (and dialogs) for user needs and requirements that are not 

addressed by the standard

• Extensions are allowed by NTCIP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify what a custom extension isKey Message:NTCIP 1202v03 standards defines:A set of mandatory and optional user needs and provides a justification for eachA set of mandatory, optional, and conditional requirements to fulfill each user needA set of mandatory dialogs and objects required to implement each data exchange requirementHowever, agencies sometimes identify needs that go beyond those that have been standardized and they need to be able to extend the interface to support these additional needs. These needs should be documented along with:The new requirements that are derived from these custom needsAny new dialogs and/or objects that might be required to fulfill the requirementsThese types of customized extensions are explicitly allowed by the NTCIP, but they do need to follow some basic rules.
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Conditions and Context for Extending the Standard

Reasons to Specify a Custom Extension

• Standard does not define every traffic signal control feature
• Standard only addresses features in wide use

• Customization allows for market innovations
• Might eventually be incorporated into standard
• Example: 

• Purdue University developed a high-resolution data logger
• Implemented by multiple manufacturers
• Added to draft of NTCIP 1103v03 in 2015
• Approved in NTCIP 1103v03 in 2016
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify why a custom extension might be neededKey Message:NTCIP allows custom extensions to allow for innovations. We recognize that the standards does not define every signal controller feature in use today; it only standardizes those that are in wide use. Manufacturers, agencies, and others are allowed to extend the standard to meet their local and emerging needs. Some of these extensions might eventually be incorporated into the standard if properly developed.For example, Purdue University developed a high-resolution data logger for reporting highway performance measures. They worked with industry and were able to get three signal controller manufacturers to implement their design. Once three manufacturers supported a feature that was defined in open documentation, it was fairly easy to have the idea submitted to the NTCIP effort and have it accepted as a part of the relevant standard as a part of its next update, which was completed in 2016.This sort of acceptance will not happen with every extension, but it is good to know that extensions that are widely-accepted have a pathway to becoming a part of the main standard.
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Conditions and Context for Extending the Standard

Costs Associated with a Custom Extension

• Custom features might be proprietary
• Documentation might be limited or cryptic
• Rights to distribute documentation might be limited

• Custom features might reduce bidders for device
• Custom features increase costs of management system
• Custom features complicate testing

• Developing and implementing custom test procedures is expensive
• Documentation might not reflect as-built product if untested

• Custom features complicate maintenance
• Potentially limited to one vendor/model/version
• A single product might be discontinued
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Identify costs associated with a custom extensionWhile extensions can be useful in meeting local and emerging needs, users should be aware that there are also real costs associated with extensions. The first risk is that extensions might contain proprietary information. While the Purdue University example was a design that was published in open documents, a manufacturer might develop an extension that is only available in their product line and may limit the distribution of its design documentation. In fact, there is no guarantee that there is documentation for such a feature, or if there is that the the documentation is understandable, reflective of the implementation, or distributable to others. Unless the documentation is accurate and open to all, use of the feature can easily lead to vendor lock-in as the agency starts to become dependent upon the proprietary feature.Even if there is quality, accurate documentation that can be distributed, agencies should be aware that there is a good chance that not all manufacturers have implemented the feature. This may limit the number of bidders on a project and/or may delay equipment delivery as a manufacturer implements a new feature to comply with your specification. In either case, the cost of the resulting product is likely to be higher than a specification that excludes the custom feature.Custom features also complicate testing efforts. Developing and implementing test procedures is expensive and might require the development of new software tools or scripts. Not testing delivered equipment increases the likelihood that the product does not meet the defined interface and that the documentation for the feature and the as-built are different, which will significantly increase downstream costs when the central system is updated or other integration actions are taken. There simply no getting around the fact that custom extensions add to project costs.
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Example of Extending the Standard

Connected Vehicle Dilemma Zone Protection: User Need

• Minimize drivers being caught in dilemma zone
• Use Basic Safety Message (BSM) for advanced detection
• Provides ~19-second advanced detection at 35 mph
• Continuously track each vehicle’s path on approach
• Identify individualized dilemma zones based on speed, acceleration, 

etc.
• Optimize when to gap out
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Identify an example custom extensionAs an example of what a custom extension might look like, we can consider how connected vehicles might change the way we operate a traffic signal. We do not claim that this example is complete or even appropriate (i.e., other benefits of CVs might negate some of this need); it is merely presented as a conceptual example of why an agency might want to extend a standard.One of the long-standing goals in timing signals is to minimize the number of drivers caught in what traffic engineers call the dilemma zone. In other words, when a traffic signal indication turns yellow, a driver has to make the decision whether to proceed through the signal or to stop. If he is close to the signal stop bar, he will continue through the signal, whereas if he is too far upstream, he will have to stop. The problem arises when the driver is roughly 3-5 seconds away from the stop bar – does he proceed or stop. To make matters worse, this is the exact scenario where the decision is likely to take the longest to make and is most prone to indecision. Traffic engineers try to time signals to detect when vehicles are in this dilemma zone and to prevent changes to yellow during this period. Obviously, this is not always possible, especially at busy intersections, but that is one of the many goals that are considered when timing signals.Connected Vehicle technologies offer the potential to drastically improve dilemma zone protection. At the present time, the detection of vehicles is generally provided by sensors installed immediately upstream of the dilemma zone with assumptions made on the vehicle’s speed and directional intent (i.e., the algorithm generally assumes the vehicle is travelling at speed and will travel straight through the intersection). Deploying these upstream sensors is expensive and maintaining them is costly; as a result, many intersections are not equipped with these sensors.  By comparison, connected vehicles will be broadcasting their location roughly 10 times per second along with their speed, heading, and acceleration. Receiving this signal only requires one receiver located at the intersection (which will already be present as a part of the MAP/SPaT deployment) rather than advanced detectors for each lane on each approach. The BSM signal is nominally rated for 300 meters, which equates to roughly 19 seconds at 35mph. This means that the signal can identify when vehicles are slowing down and turning into driveways, or slowing down to make turns at the intersection. It can also identify vehicles that have just turned onto the street and are accelerating up to speed. All of these issues impact where and when the actual dilemma zone is encountered by individual vehicles and can be used to better time the signal to minimize dilemma zone occurrences.
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Extending the Standard

Connected Vehicle Dilemma Zone Protection: Requirements

• Within 0.1 second of its receipt, the RSU shall forward the 
following data to the signal controller for each BSM received that 
reports a vehicle on one of the approaches of the intersection:

• Temporary ID
• DSecond (i.e., the millisecond within the minute)
• Latitude
• Longitude
• Speed
• Heading
• Longitudinal Acceleration
• Vehicle Length

• Upon request from a manager, the RSU shall enable or disable its 
BSM reporting.
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Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify requirements for a custom extensionKey Message:Now that we understand the user need, we can begin to consider the requirements for such a system. If we continue to assume that the RSU is a separate unit from the ASC, we can identify when we want to receive the ASC to receive the information from the RSU. We could require this exchange on a per vehicle basis, or perhaps we want to package the entire image of the intersection once every tenth of a second. Whatever the intent, we need to specify exactly what information we expect to receive and how timely this information needs to be.The list of requirements also needs to consider the overall management of the interface, statistics and other activities related to the feature. You will likely end up with multiple requirements, but we have only shown two examples here.
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Example of Extending the Standard

Connected Vehicle Dilemma Zone Protection: Design

• Some data already exists
• The RSU has a copy of the intersection map

• Some data needs to be transformed
• Definitions of BSM data need to be mapped to SNMP

• Some data is new
• Object to toggle the reporting of the BSM data
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Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify the types of data generated by a custom extensionKey Message:Finally, once we know the requirements, we can produce the design artifacts that satisfy the requirements. As we develop the design, we are likely to realize that the interface will result in three types of objects:Objects that already exist, for example in this case the RSU already has a copy of the intersection map that will be required to translate the locations of vehicles into positions and estimates of time away from the intersectionObjects that can be transformed from existing data, for example the Basic Safety Message already defines the data that we want to send to the signal controller, but we need to document these in a format that is compatible with SNMPObjects that are new; for example, data for toggling the enabled status of the new feature
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Example of Extending the Standard

Connected Vehicle Dilemma Zone Protection: Procurement

• Option 1: (Potentially Closed) Proprietary Solution
• Explain the user need and define validation testing
• Validate operation of delivered product

• Likely to result in vendor lock-in 
• Requires manager and controller from same vendor
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Key Message: Consider ways that a custom extension can be createdNow that we understand the basic process for developing an extension, you may be thinking that this is more detail than you want to get into. Well, there are three basic options for how this detail can be developed and this is what you need to consider within your procurement.The first option is to allow a potentially closed, proprietary solution. In this scenario, you describe what you want (i.e., the user need) and define how a resultant solution will be “validated” – i.e., as a user need, you are not verifying that it complies with a set of detailed requirements; you are only validating that the delivered product has addressed your need. You are inherently giving the vendor a wide berth to develop alternate solutions to meeting what you need – but you still need some way of testing what is delivered to demonstrate that your need has been met. In our case, the test might be a reduction in the number of dilemma zone incursions in 1,000 approaches.The challenge with this option is that it is prone to vendor lock-in. There is no requirement that the vendor discloses how he achieved his results or that his methodology is interoperable with adjacent signals controlled by controllers from other manufacturers. As a result, if you want to deploy the developed technology, you might be forced to buy the equipment from the one vendor.
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Example of Extending the Standard

Connected Vehicle Dilemma Zone Protection: Procurement

• Option 2: Integrable Solution
• Explain the user need and define validation testing
• Require delivery of systems engineering documentation
• Obtain rights to distribute documentation to those with a need
• Obtain rights for others to develop products to implement design
• Verify that delivered product implements design
• Validate operation of delivered product

• Might result in limited marketplace
• Distribution of documentation is based on need-to-know
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Key Message: Consider ways that a custom extension can be createdA second option is to explicitly require an integrable solution. In this case, you still provide the user need and the validation methodology to prove that the technology addresses your need, but you also require the vendor to disclose their methodology. In order for this approach to be meaningful, you need to make sure that you require the following items:All systems engineering documentation (i.e., concept of operations, including user needs, requirements, and design)Permission to distribute the documentation to those with a need to know (this should include any current and future systems integrator, any current and future signal controller manufacturers with contracts with the agency, and any current and future test and maintenance personnel for the equipment)Permission for others (e.g., competing signal controller manufacturers) to implement the design without royaltiesYou will also need to ensure that the delivered product is consistent with the delivered systems engineering documentation. This means you will need to verify that the implementation complies with the supplied requirements and design in addition to performing the validation testing.The challenge with this approach is that you still may face a limited marketplace. Vendors wishing to bid on the contract can only be provided with the user need until they are awarded a project, at which time they can be provided with the detailed design. This increases the risk of secondary manufacturers and may make them hesitant to bid. However, you won’t be truly locked in and if the initial vendor goes out of business you will still have access to the documented design.
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Example of Extending the Standard

Connected Vehicle Dilemma Zone Protection: Procurement

• Option 3: Open Solution
• Explain the user need and define validation testing
• Produce/Reference systems engineering (SE) documentation in 

public domain 
• Without patents
• Developed by agency, manufacturer, system developer, consultant, etc.

• Verify that delivered product implements design
• Validate operation of delivered product

• Provides best competition
• Might increase initial costs
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Key Message: Consider ways that a custom extension can be createdThe third option is to develop an open solution. In this case, you can either develop the complete systems engineering documentation prior to the release of the specification or require the vendor to develop the documentation as a part of the project. The recommended approach is to develop the systems engineering documentation in cooperation with the vendors (often the actual manufacturers), systems integrators, and other experts who are interested in the project.  This coordination will require more effort but is much more likely to result in a workable design that multiple manufacturers and system integrators will be willing to implement.Regardless of the exact process used, the important result is that the resulting systems engineering documentation should be freely available, ideally in the public domain, without any patents. This allows any manufacturer or systems integrator to develop the feature on their own time scale rather than in response to a specific project and ensures that the vendors bidding on your project will have a full understanding of the feature prior to placing their bids. Upon delivery of a product, you will still need to verify that the product fulfills the requirements and validate that the feature meets the user need.
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Which of the following is NOT true regarding an 
extension based on an open solution?

a) Documentation is made public

b) Cost of initial deployment may be higher

c) Delivered product needs to be tested against requirements

d) Likely to result in vendor lock-in

Answer Choices

Question
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Review of Answers

a) Documentation is made public

Incorrect. The defining characteristic of an open solution is that 
the documentation is public.

b) Cost of initial deployment may be higher

Incorrect. Vendors are less able to recover costs in subsequent 
deployments thereby increasing costs for initial deployment.

c) Delivered product needs to be tested against requirements

Incorrect. To obtain the interoperability enabled by an open 
solution, the product should be tested against the requirements.

d) Likely to result in vendor lock-in

Correct! An open solution prevents true vendor lock-in by 
ensuring that the design is publicly available.
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Testing NTCIP 1202 v03 Conformance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Highlight that we are starting discussion of the fourth learning objectiveKey Message:The fourth learning objective deals with issues related with testing
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Testing NTCIP 1202 v03 Conformance

Overview

• Systems Engineering Documentation and NTCIP
• Anaheim Case Study
• Interim Guidance
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Highlight that we are starting discussion of the third learning objectiveKey Message:The fourth learning objective deals with issues related with testing and will include the topics on this slide
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Systems Engineering Documentation and NTCIP

Systems Engineering Vee-Diagram
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain where conformance testing occurs in the Vee diagramKey Message:This diagram should be reviewed by everyone. It is the standard Vee diagram promoted by the USDOT describing the systems engineering process. The NTCIP standards represent a component of the high-level design of a project. In other words, it does not define the exact design implemented in code within a component, but it does define a design for how components interact with one another. This type of interface standard is a high-level design element that should be associated with a part of a subsystem (e.g., device) verification plan that results in subsystem verification. The NTCIP test plan is not the complete subsystem verification plan, it is only one part of it, just as the NTCIP is one part of the high-level design. Other parts will need to consider environment, hardware, and other requirements.
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Systems Engineering Documentation and NTCIP

Standard Outline for NTCIP 1200 Series
1. General
2. Concept of Operations
3. Functional Requirements
4. Dialogs
5. Management Information Base (MIB)
6. <Other Design Elements>
A. Requirements Traceability Matrix
B. Object Tree
C. Test Procedures
D. Documentation of Revisions
E. <Other Annexes>
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Presentation Notes
Purpose: Highlight key portions of the standardKey Message:The NTCIP standard contains a considerable amount of information; a subset of this deals with issues specifically related to the verification tests. The items in black indicate those items that are directly related to the test procedures and indicate the hard requirements of the standard. The General section is introductory, and the user needs are informative and validated, not verified. In other words, the user needs identified in the concept of operations identify why certain features might be of interest and can be used to ensure that the resulting design satisfies the needs and they are written in a manner so that users can validate whether this is something that they need for their project. Verification deals mainly with the requirements, dialogs, and objects (as defined in the Management Information Base). And these elements are connected through the RTM. And finally, the test procedures theoretically provide the exact procedures to use to verify conformance. 
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Systems Engineering Documentation and NTCIP

NTCIP 1202 Test Procedures

It is anticipated that Test Procedures may be 
developed as part of a future revision of NTCIP 1202 
v03. Annex C is a placeholder, at present. 

– NTCIP 1203 v03
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Purpose: Explain Annex CKey Message:I say theoretically, because unfortunately, the test procedure annex is only a placeholder at this point. NTCIP 1202v03 has been developed to conform to the standard outline for SEP-compliant NTCIP standards, but we do not have any test procedures developed at this time, so each project is still left to figure out how to test their devices.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Luckily, there is one project in the nation that will help lead the way.
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Anaheim Case Study

NTCIP 1202 Standard Testing Project

• Request for Proposals (RFP) Closed February 26, 2020
• Project will:

• Develop test procedures for all NTCIP 1202 v03 requirements
• Part 1: All features included in NTCIP 1202 v02
• Part 2: All additional features

• Test three vendors
• Provide public domain test software
• Produce a final report
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Purpose: Introduce the Anaheim projectKey Message:The City of Anaheim released an RFP for a project that will develop test procedures and test tools for NTCIP 1202v03. The RFP closed on February 26, 2020 and an award is expected in the next few months, at which point we hope to be able to provide more details. However, the released RFP requires the:Development of test procedures for all NTCIP 1202v03 requirementsTesting of three vendorsDevelopment of software tools that will assist in this testing with all developed software available in the public domainDevelopment of a final reportUpon completion of this project, the industry should be able to have a set of test procedures that will drastically improve the ability of agencies to acquire interoperable controllers.
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Interim Guidance

NTCIP 1202 Standard Testing Project

• Develop a project PRL based on NTCIP 1202 v03 PRL 
• See Modules A315a and A315b Part 1 
• Make sure to extend with any customizations (e.g., dialogs)

• Require compliance to the project PRL
• Require testing per test procedures being developed by 

Anaheim
• Should identify a time limit for waiting on the Anaheim deliverables

• Testing should be performed independently from 
manufacturer

• Agency
• Consultant
• Another agency
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Purpose: Provide interim guidance on testingKey Message:While agencies are waiting for the results of the Anaheim project, it is recommended that other projects:Use the PRL in NTCIP 1202v03 to develop their own project-specific PRL by simply selecting which requirements are applicable to their projects. This is explained in Module A315a and A315b Part 1. The project specifications should be sure to include any customizations, such as custom dialogsRequire compliance to their project PRLRequire testing per the Anaheim test procedures once they are completed. This might mean that the final testing will have to be after the initial products are delivered, but a portion of the project funds should be kept in reserve until testing is passed. To encourage vendors to bid on such a project, the contract should also specify a maximum timeframe to wait on the Anaheim project – otherwise releasing funds.Test the delivered products using a third party. For example, the testing could be performed by the agency, another trusted agency, a consultant, or the third-party systems integrator.
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Which of the below is an appropriate way to test an 
ASC for conformance to NTCIP 1202 v03?

a) Using test procedures contained in Annex C of the standard

b) Using Anaheim test procedures (when available)

c) Connecting to system and see if it works

d) Trusting the vendor

Answer Choices

Question
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Review of Answers

a) Using test procedures contained in Annex C of the standard

Incorrect. Annex C of NTCIP 1202 v03 is currently a placeholder 
that does not contain any test procedures 

b) Using Anaheim test procedures (when available)

Correct! The Anaheim project aims to develop procedures 
for all NTCIP 1202 v03 requirements

c) Connecting to system and see if it works

Incorrect. While this might provide some insights as whether the 
device will work under normal conditions, it will omit major tests

d) Trusting the vendor

Incorrect. Trust does not equate to testing
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Summary
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Concepts taught in previous Part 1:

1) Identify NTCIP 1202 v03 Standard Requirements

2) Explain the Purpose and Benefits of the RTM

3) Prepare a Project-Level RTM

4) Prepare an ASC Specification

Module A315b Part 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use this slide only if you have a next module and list out that module’s Learning Objectives. If not, delete this slide. 



Manage Special Considerations for NTCIP 1202: 
Infrastructure

Manage Special Considerations for NTCIP 1202: 
Functionality

Incorporate Requirements Not Supported by 
Standardized Objects

Testing NTCIP 1202 v03 Conformance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we have learned:  Rephrasing the Learning Objectives or Key takeaways from each Learning Objectives  ExampleLearned how the SE life cycle context works, and where and how a test plan should be applied.Reviewed the purpose and structure of a well-written test documentation for SSM using IEEE formats.Learned how to develop a complete test documentation package for SSM.A sample test plan was discussed for key content and helped us understand a real-world situation.This module taught us about the SSM testing process and documentation requirements. 



The ASC Curriculum

MODULE 31. A315a: Understanding User Needs for Actuated 
Traffic Signal Controllers (ASC) Based on NTCIP 1202 v03 
Standard

Module 32: A315b Part 1: Specifying Requirements for ASC 
Based on NTCIP 1202 Standard v03 – Part 1 of 2

Module 42: A315b Part 2: Specifying Requirements for ASC 
Based on NTCIP 1202 v03 Standard – Part 2 of 2

Module 35: T315: Applying Your Test Plan to the NTCIP 1202 
v03 ASC Standard
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Next Course Module
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Concepts taught in next module (Learning Objectives):

1) Recognize the importance of testing ASCs

2) Apply the rules for developing a sample ASC test plan

3) List rules for developing test case specifications and procedures

4) Develop sample test case specifications and procedures

5) Understand testing results for NTCIP 1202v03

Module T315: Applying Your Test Plan to 
the NTCIP 1202v03 ASC Standard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Feedback
Please use the Feedback link below to 
provide us with your thoughts and 
comments about the value of the training.

Thank you!

Thank you for completing this module.
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